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On the basis of the Arabic text, we investigate how Thabit ibn Qurra 
have found his rule for amicable numbers. 8 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
(ninth century) could 
Wir untersuchen auf der Grundlage des arabischen Originaltextes, wie Thibit ibn Qurra 
(9. Jahrhundert) seine Regel fur die befreundeten Zahlen entdeckt haben konnte. 8 1989 
Academic Press, Inc. 
Nous examinons d’apres le texte Arabe original, comment Thabit ibn Qurra (neuvieme 
sikle) pourrait avoir dkouvert sa regle pour la recherche des nombres amiables. o 1989 
Academic Press, Inc. 
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Two numbers n and m are called amicable if n is the sum of the proper divisors 
of m and at the same time m is the sum of the proper divisors of n. One of the most 
interesting results of the Islamic arithmetical tradition is the following rule for 
amicable numbers, which was discovered and proved by Thabit ibn Qurra (ninth 
century): Ifp, = 2n+1 - 1 + 2”, p2 = 2”+l - 1 - 2n-r, p3 = 2”+‘(2”+’ + 2”-9 - 1 
are three prime numbers greater than 2, then al = 2”p1p2 and a2 = 2np3 are 
amicable numbers. 
Thabit states and proves this rule in his Treatise on the Derivation of the 
Amicable Numbers in an Easy Way [Woepcke 1852; Saidan 1977; Thabit 1985, 
112- 1161, but he does not say how he discovered the rule. Van der Waerden has 
shown in [1985,21-231 how the rule can be found by means of modem mathemati- 
cal methods. In the present paper we investigate, on the basis of the Arabic 
original, how Thabit could have discovered the rule. This question is interesting 
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for several reasons. First, Thabit’s rule is by no means trivial, and it goes beyond 
the number theoretical knowledge available in Greek antiquity. Second, the rule is 
related not only to the arithmetical books of Euclid’s Elements, but also to the 
philosophically oriented arithmetical tradition of late antiquity, of which the Intro- 
duction to Arithmetic of Nicomachus (ca. A.D. 100) is an example. Thus the 
analysis of Thabit’s discovery may yield new insights into the way in which these 
two traditions were integrated in Islamic mathematics (see further [Brentjes 
19871). Third, our analysis leads to a better understanding of the structure of 
Thgbit’s proof in his Treatise on the Derivation of the Amicable Numbers in an 
Easy Way. 
In his introduction to this treatise Thabit refers to Euclid, Pythagoras, and 
Nicomachus, and he mentions perfect, deficient, and abundant numbers 
[Woepcke 1852,422-423; Saidan 1977,33; Thabit 1985,112]. A number n is called 
perfect if so(n) = n, abundant if q(n) > n, and deficient if so(n) < n; here we use 
the standard notion q,(n) for the sum of the proper divisors of n. According to 
Thabit, Nicomachus had mentioned a rule for perfect numbers and Euclid had 
given a proof of this rule, but neither of these authors had mentioned amicable 
numbers. In order to fill this gap Thabit says that he wants to give a rule for 
amicable numbers with a proof. A probable source for Thabit’s interest in amica- 
ble numbers is the commentary of Iamblichus (fourth century) on the Introduction 
to Arithmetic. Iamblichus mentions the amicable numbers 220 and 284, and he 
says that 
the parts (i.e. the proper divisors) of each (of these numbers) are able to produce the other 
(number), according to the word about friendship that Pythagoras revealed. For when he was 
asked by someone “what is a friend?” he answered “another I”-as is shown in these 
numbers. [Iamblichus 1896, 35, lines 3-71 
Thabit’s treatise on amicable numbers consists of 10 propositions, which can be 
divided into four groups: l-4, 5-6, 7-9, and 10. Proposition 10 contains the rule 
and its proof. Propositions l-4 are preliminaries: Propositions l-3 list the divisors 
ofn = a * b, with a, b prime or composite, and Proposition 4 is concerned with a 
property of a geometric series of which the terms are in the ratio 1: 2. Propositions 
5 and 6 can be stated thus in modern notation: 
5. Let a = 2”p, with p prime. Then co(a) = 2n+l - 1 + 2”~ - p. Therefore, 
$p = 2”+’ - 1, then a is perfect, 
if p < 2”+’ - 1, then a is abundant, 
if p > 2”+l - 1, then a is deficient. 
This proposition is a beautiful generalization of Euclid, Elements IX, 36 [Heath 
1956 II, 421-4261. 
6. Let a = 2nplp2, with pl, p2 prime numbers different from each other and 
from 2. Let k = 2n+1 - 1 + (2n+1 - l)(pl + ~2). Then q,(a) = k + 2”p1p2 - ~1~2. 
Therefore, 
ifpIp < k, then a is abundant, 
if p1p2 > k, then a is deficient. 
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The proof is structured in the Euclidean way, i.e., it is valid for all n, but the 
notation corresponds to the case n = 4 (the same is true for Prop. 10; cf. [Hogen- 
dijk 19851). 
Propositions 7-9 are as follows in modern notation: 
Let a, 6, c, d be natural numbers such that a : b : c : d = I : 2 : 4 : 8. Then 
7. c(c + d)(c + b) = cd(a + d). 
8. c(b + d + 2c) = d(a + d). 
9. d(a + d - 1) = c{[d(a + d) - l] - (d + c - l)(b + c - 1)). 
Propositions 7 and 8 are necessary in the proof of Proposition 9. Proposition 9, 
in turn, plays a crucial role in the proof of Proposition 10. 
Proposition 10 is as follows in modern notation: 
Let z = 1 + 2 + 22 + * * * + 2”, and let 
Pl = z + 2”, 
p2 = z - 2n-1 
p3 = 2n+1p+1) + 2n-2) - 1. 
THEOREM. If ~1, p2 and p3 are distinct prime numbers greater than 2, then al = 
2”~ 1~2 and a2 = 2*p3 are amicable numbers. 
Thabit proves uo(al) = a2 and uo(a2) = al by considering the differences a2 - al, 
a2 - c0(a2), a0h) - al. A summary of his proof follows (cf. [Saidan 1977,50-53; 
Thabit 1985, 124-1263; the summary in [Woepcke 1852, 2661 is inadequate). 
By Proposition 5, a2 - cro(a2) = p3 - (2”+l - 1) = 2”+*[(2”+’ - 1) + 2”-*I. 
From Proposition 6 he finds after some manipulations 
cro(al) - al = 2n+1[(2n+1 - 1) + 2”-*I. 
He now considers the difference a2 - al = 2”(p3 - p1p2). He first rewrites p2 in 
the following way: 
p2 = 2”--’ + 2” - 1. (1) 
Thus he obtains 
a2 - al 
= 2n{pn+lpn-2 + 2n+l) - 11 - (zn+I + 2” - 1)(2”-’ + 2” - 1)). (2) 
Therefore by Proposition 9, with a = 2n-2, b = 2n-1, c = 2”, d = 2n+1, 
a2 - al = 2n+*[(2n-2 + 2n+9 - 11. 
In conclusion, a2 - a-o(a2) = cro(al) - al = a2 - al. Hence vo(al) = a2 and cq,(a2) = 
al. 
We now turn to the question of how Thabit could have found his rule and its 
proof. 
It is natural to conjecture that he first investigated the divisors of the amicable 
pair 220, 284, which he probably knew from an ancient source, perhaps 
Iamblichus. 
The divisors of al = 220 are { 1, 2, 4, 5, 10, 11, 20, 22, 44, 55, 110) and the 
divisors of a2 = 284 are { 1,2,4,71, 142). He may have observed that the divisors 
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of 284 may be placed in one-to-one correspondence with a set consisting of some 
of the divisors of 220 and certain sums made up of other divisors of 220. The 
correspondence is displayed in Table I: 
TABLE I 
284: 1 2 4 71 142 = 2 * 71 
220: 1 2 4 5 + 11 + 55 10 + 22 + 110 = 2 * (5 + 11 + 55) 
Thus the relation 71 = 55 + 11 + 5 appears to be significant. 
The remaining divisors 20,44 of aI = 220 have the following interesting proper- 
ties: C&Q) - a0(as)=20+44=4(5+ 11)andalso20+44=64=az-a,=284 
- 220 = 4 . (71 - 55). We see that the relation 71 = 55 + 11 + 5 is involved once 
again. Thus Thabit might have started his search for other pairs of amicable 
numbers al, a2 by supposing that al = 2npl p2 and u2 = 2np3, with p1 , p2, and p3 
prime numbers, such that 
P3 = PIP2 + p1 + p2 @a) 
or, equivalently, 
P3 + 1 = (Pl + lNP2 + 0. (3b) 
Then the divisors of a2 correspond to a subset of the divisors of al as in Table I, 
and, further, a2 - al = u&l) - c&J~), as in the example above. 
The example al = 220, a2 = 284 can be further analyzed. We have ao(220) = 284 
= 4 . 71. The sum of the divisors of 220 in Table I is 3 * 71 + (1 + 2 + 4). The 
remaining divisors of 220, not listed in Table I, are 20 and 44. Therefore the 
following property is significant: 
71 = (20 + 44) + (1 + 2 + 4). 
This suggests that we put in the general case 
or, alternatively, 
P3 = 2yp1 + p2) + (2n+l - 1) (44 
P3 + 1 = WPl + 1) + (p2 + VI. VW 
If this condition is satisfied, we have ao(al) = u2, as in the example. 
Because Thabit is searching for the general structure of the prime numbers pl, 
~2, and p3, he needs a third equation in addition to (3a) and (4a) (or (3b) and (4b)). 
He could have found this equation in the following way: 
In the case a 1 = 220, a2 = 284, we have 2 . 5 + 1 = 11, which suggests 
2p2+ 1 =Pl Pa) 
or 
2(P2 + 1) = (Pl + 1). Pb) 
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Identity (5a) occurs in the Takmila fr I-Zjis6b of Abti Mans& al-Baghdadi (died 
1037/Q in the computation of amicable numbers, beginning with the pair 220, 284 
[Saidan 1985, 2301. Identity (5b) is related to the heteromecic numbers 2 = 1 l 2, 
6 = 2 . 3, and 12 = 3 l 4, which play an important role in the Zntroduction to 
Arithmetic of Nicomachus (cf. [D’Ooge 1926, 57, 254-2621). 
If we consider the resulting system of equations 
P3 + 1 = (Pl + O(P2 + 0, 
P3 + 1 = WPl + 0 + (P2 + M, 
XP2 + 1) = (Pl + 0, 




Hence by (4b) 
p1 = 2”+’ - 1 + 2”, (6) 
p2 = 2” - 1 + 2”-‘. (7) 
p3 = 2”+‘(2”+’ + 2”-2) - 1. (8) 
The identities (6) and (8) closely resemble Thabit’s definitions of p1 and p3. In 
the definition of ~1, Thabit uses 1 + 2 + a * l + 2” instead of 2”+’ - 1. Thabit 
definespz by 
p2 = (1 + 2 + * * * + 2”) - 2n-1, (9) 
but in the course of his proof he rewrites p2 in the form of (7) (cf. (1) above). Thus 
one may well ask why he defined p2 by (9) and why he used 1 + 2 + a . . + 2” 
instead of 2”+l - 1 in the definition of p l and ~2. He probably wanted to define his 
prime numbers as much as possible in the manner of Euclid in Elements IX, 36, 
where it is proved that if p = 1 + 2 + . . * + 2”, then 2np is perfect. Therefore he 
wanted his definitions of p1 and p2 to resemble Euclid’s definition of p. Note that 
Thabit explicitly refers to the analogy with perfect numbers in the beginning of his 
Proposition 10 (cf. [Saidan 1975, 50, line 231, translated in [Hogendijk 1985, 270, 
line 341). 
Our reconstruction of Thabit’s discovery is supported by Propositions 7 and 8 in 
Thabit’s text. These propositions are trivial and of no interest in themselves, but 
their presence can be explained as follows. Proposition 9 in Thabit’s text is proved 
for arbitrary a, b, c, and d, with a : b : c : d = 1: 2 : 4 : 8, but in Proposition 10 only 
the case a = 2n-2, b = 2n-1, c = 2”, d = 2n+1 is used. Propositions 7 and 8 are easy 
preliminaries for Proposition 9, and the a, b, c, and d in these three propositions 
are the same. Therefore we need only Propositions 7 and 8 for the case a = 2n-2, 
b = 2n-1, c = p, d = 2n+l. If we substitute these values in Propositions 7 and 8 we 
obtain 
for Prop. 7: 2”(2” + 2”+‘)(2”-’ + 2”) = 2” . 2n+1(2n-2 + 2n+1) and 
for Prop. 8: 2”(2”-’ + 2”+’ + 2.2”) = 2”+‘(2”+’ + 2n-2) 
or, using the definitions of p l, ~2, and p3, 
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for Prop. 7: 2Ql + l)(pz + 1) = 2Q3 + 1) and 
for Prop. 8: 2”[(pl + 1) + (~2 + I)] = (pi + I). 
Thus Propositions 7 and 8 correspond to the crucial equations (3b) and (4b) in 
the reconstruction. Therefore it seems that Thabit rendered Propositions 7 and 8 
as separate propositions because (3b) and (4b) had played an important role in his 
discovery of the rule for amicable numbers. 
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